Ideation Workshop based-on Design-Thinking

UCET, Kalol faculty members with the help of Students - trained at S4-C3 - ensured that more than 70 project teams successfully finish Ideation Workshop based-on Design-Thinking

Note: S4 stands for Student Start-up Support System. C3 stands for Co-Creation Center.

As a coordinator of UDISHA (Universal Development of Integrated Skills through Higher Education) Club of Universal College of Engineering & Technology, Prof. Rakesh Bhavsar and all IDP /UDP Member of all the departments arranged an ideation canvas workshop for final year students, based on the training given by GIC on 2nd & 3rd August 2014 at S4-C3.

Faculty members and students organized workshop in all departments of UCET to make other faculty members understand about overview of canvas and procedure for making of canvas in the presence of Principal (Dr.N.K Sherasia), department HOD and faculty members of UCET.

Later on the workshop was arranged for students in which different ideas, activities were carried out. Final Year Students, who were trained at S4-C3, played a crucial role in making it happen.

We hope more such students and faculty members will take a lead role in taking such insights for grassroots level implementation in their respective colleges, benefiting a large pool of students.

Example case-1: workshop at department of Computer engineering & information technology, UCET, Kalol

Outline of the workshop is as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Discussion about the canvas with faculties and students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How it is going to useful for their IDP/UDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Show an ideation canvas pictures which done by faculties during that workshop in GTU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Explain regarding how to find real life problem with some example which may be useful to their IDP/UDP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Explain Observation Matrix Sheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Explain Ideation canvas sheets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Feedback of Faculty guides:--

• It was very informative workshop, students and all faculty members got good knowledge about CANVAS exercises .....Himanshu Prajapati(HOD Computer Engineering)

• It has been very important to understand about Ideation Canvas specially for IDP/UDP .....Pratik Patel(HOD Information Technology)

• By organizing this workshop now students and Faculties can say or guide students what to do in the 7th semester and how to make Ideation Canvas if they find their project innovative...Rakesh Bhavsar(Ass.Prof Computer Engineering).

• It’s very important for students to innovate idea about CANVAS and how to make the CANVAS in various areas. ......Harsh Thakor (Ass.Prof Information Technology)

• That was outstanding workshop and good awareness program for the student as well as faculty members.... Saiyed Soyebmohammed (Ass.Prof Mechanical Engineering)

• Workshop is very informative regarding Ideation Canvas
  Rachana Dave (Electronics and Communication )

• Workshop on Ideation Canvas was good and informative..
  ..... Bhavik Jagad (Ass.Prof Mechanical Engineering)